The approach to mimic a step-exposure line-edge involves forming two thin films into a bilayer stack without intermixing (28) . A PAG-containing d-tBoc-CM4R film was prepared by spin coating upon a poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS) substrate and then transfer by stamping upon a PAG-free d-tBoc-CM4R film. This provides a step concentration in PAG between films within one diffusion medium; improving upon previous bilayer approaches (28,46) . The stamping method forms a sharp interface between two identical layers with interfacial width less than (1 to 2) nm as measured by neutron reflectivity with a bilayer of deuterated and protonated poly(methyl methacrylate). Therefore, the PAG appears as a near-step profile within length scales of the interfacial width. Figure S1 shows neutron reflectivity data for a bilayer prepared with d-tBoc-CM4R with TPS-PFBS PAG on top of d-tBoc-CM4R after UV exposure and PEB at 75 °C for 60 s. As the deprotection reaction proceeds the loss of volatile deuterium protection
However, a surface and bulk reaction extent was observed. The molecular resist exhibits a reduced reaction extent at the surface as observed by the persistent high SLD with reaction time, while the bulk of the top layer shows a reduced SLD. The diffuse interface between the bulk reaction of the top layer and the PAG-free bottom layer is the reaction-front (latent image). Upon initial investigation, it was hypothesized that the lack of reaction at the surface was an artifact caused by the stamping process. However, this was not the case, since even a spin coated sample upon a clean silicon wafer observes the same reduced reacted surface layer after the exposure and PEB processing that is the subject of the manuscript and shown in Figure 2 . Even a film stamped directly upon a silicon wafer and processed exhibits the surface layer as shown in Figure S2 . In this case, the 
